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"All day I hear the wind
From Heart of Gold"
Arthur Williamson

Allegretto grazioso.

All day I hear the wind blowing across the sky
I hear it and see it not.

a tempo

But it
is not so with the years that are now gone by."

And the days for

got. Their great strength

blows in me until my songs for
In the hive of time, it has stirred my heart with the rhythm of distant songs and the cult of rhyme...
a tempo.

years rolled back, but now back to the wind a-

gain and flow of the sight-ter's tide.
spirits that then were bound by no cramping chain...
hold how the spirits meet.

So the years are gone and the

days of our time arise as the

tale complete.
days that are yet un-born -- In days that are yet un-

born Of the spirit of truth and beauty

shall we abide

put to scorn. Or be put to scorn. Nay!
still the wind blows strong... you in your heart de-
side in the days that are yet unborn... in

the days that are yet unborn. If the spiri
t... the

days that are yet unborn. If the

beauty Shall see a

beauty Shall see a
Spirits of truth and beauty shall free a hide. shall
free a hide. Or be paid to roam. Or be put to roam.
put to roam.
Animato